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BIBIMBLE is a metaverse solution company that fuses the boundary between virtual 
and reality.
We provide metaverse platform solutions such as exhibitions/events.

By using BIBIMBLE's metaverse solution, anyone can easily hold a digital exhibition 
and recruit exhibitors by selecting an immersive space using a 3D engine.

You can play the metaverse by creating a unique character with various custom 
elements that can express yourself.
It is possible to collect and calculate various data for event organizers, such as 
post-event events, number of visitors, and viewing status of specific contents.

BIBIMBLE plans to service an innovative metaverse that is indistinguishable from the 
real world through expansion to holographic performances, holographic rhythm 
games, metahuman, open world in the future.
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METAVERSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dGWV7AWsbo

Content Introduction
VibeTech is a platform that provides a metaverse platform in the field of exhibition events.
You can apply for and participate in exhibitions online, and you can see various exhibitions in the 
Metaverse  world of exhibition events.
Metaverse can give you new experiences that you can't show at offline events through a variety of 
spaces and  booths provide by VibeTech.
Users can easily mount and change images or images of their own space, providing each unique 
experience.  
You can Create space using 3D engine Design library
You can visit the same place together through simultaneous connection anywhere in the world.  
Real-time chat functionality allows you to check and play services directly.
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METAVERSE
https://bibimble.com/weracle

Content Introduction
Weracle is a compound word of ‘We+Miracle’. It is based on the world that is being created togeth-
er. Various jobs in real world will be implemented in this Weracle world. In addition, the concept of 
Play to Earn (P2E) will be introduced to induce economic activities just by working inside of it. It is 
a world where anyone can rent land from virtual real estate, build a building with the options they 
want, and then build an independent custom metaverse space.
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MR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yV4JFWP8D_Y

Content Introduction
Hologram technology combining virtual reality and hologram
Hologram tube rhythm game.
Users playing virtual reality can take advantage of the knowledge of people around them.
Virtual reality inside the infinite world Let's play virtual reality game
You can play the game in a performance way.
The cooperative game with the outside is for the fusion of the game.


